Suppose that Si and SF are analytic subsheaves of an analytic sheaf F and sé is an ideal-sheaf on a complex space (X, 6). Denote by 0t;SF the ideal-sheaf defined as follows: for xeX, fe(@:F)x if and only if fe 6X and fSFx<^mx.
Denote by (SF;sF)r or simply by £F;si the subsheaf of 3" defined as follows:
for x e X, s e (Sf: Suppose X and Y are two complex spaces, F is an analytic sheaf on X, and 77: A^-> Fis a holomorphic map (i.e. a morphism of ringed spaces). Then R°tt(F) denotes the zeroth direct image of F under w.
Suppose x = (x!,..., xB) £ Cn and rx,...,rn are positive numbers. Then A(x; rx,..., rn) denotes the poly disc {(zi,...,zn)eCn\\zi-xi\<ri, ISiSn}.
Suppose F is a sheaf on a topological space E, x e E, U is an open neighborhood of x in F, and s e Y(U, F). Then sx denotes the germ of s at x and ¡Fx denotes the stalk of -F at x. If/is a (complex-valued) function on F, then/», denotes the germ off at x.
Suppose F is a Noetherian ring and F is an F-submodule of a finitely generated F-module F. Then P(E, F) denotes the set of all associated nonunit prime ideals in the Noether-Lasker decomposition of F as a submodule of F.
I. Gap-sheaves. Definition 1. Suppose SF is an analytic subsheaf of an analytic sheaf Jona complex space (X, <S) and p is a nonnegative integer. The pth gap-sheaf of SF in SF, denoted by SFmr or simply Fio-:, is the analytic subsheaf of F defined as follows: for x e X, s e (FÍDÍ)X if and only if there exist an open neighborhood U of x in X, a subvariety A in U of dimension S p, and t e Y(U, F) such that tx = s and tye SFy for ye U-A. Denote by E(SF,F) the set {x\xe X, SFX^.FX} and E"(F,F) denotes E(SF, Fm).
Definition 2. Suppose SF is an analytic subsheaf of an analytic sheaf F on a complex space (A", (5) and A is a subvariety of X. Then the gap-sheaf of F in F with respect to A, denoted by SF\A\p or simply SF [A] , is the analytic subsheaf of F defined as follows : for x e X, s e SF[A]X if and only if there exist an open neighborhood U of x in X and t e Y(U, F) such that tx = s and ty e SFy for y £ (7-^4. where sé is the ideal-sheaf of A, and hence is coherent.
Proof. Let F =U»3=i (F:sén)^czF.
F is coherent, because it is the union of an increasing sequence of coherent subsheaves of a coherent sheaf [ Hence ty e SPy. &=SP{A\. Q.E.D.
The following lemma is a particular case of [1, Hauptsatz I, §6] and it can be proved in a very elementary way. Lemma 1. Suppose X and Y are complex spaces, SF is a coherent sheaf on X, and w: X-*-Y is a proper nowhere degenerate holomorphic map, then F°7r(Jr) is coherent.
Theorem 2. Suppose SP is a coherent analytic subsheaf of a coherent analytic sheaf ST on a complex space (X, s€) and p is a nonnegative integer. Then E"(SP, T) is locally contained in a subvariety of dimension S p, i.e. for every xe X there exist an open neighborhood U of x in X and a subvariety A in U of dimension S p such that E"(SP, 3T) n U<=A.
Proof. Since the theorem is local in nature, we can suppose without loss of generality that (X, J?) is a subspace of an open subset G of Cn. Let 6 be the structure sheaf of G and £P and $" be the trivial extensions of SP and 5" on G respectively. We can further suppose without loss of generality that we have a sheaf-epimorphism A ; g» _> j-on G. Let JH=\-\&).
Then E\SP, ST) = E>(Jt, 6P). Hence we need only prove that for every coherent module-sheaf J(^(SV on an open (1) subset G of C\ E0(M, 0") is locally contained in a subvariety of dimension S p.
We fix p and prove (1) by induction on «. For nSp, (1) is trivially true. Now suppose (1) is true when « is replaced by «-1. We are going to prove by induction onp that (1) is true when « is unreplaced.
(a) p=l. Because of the local nature of (1) we can suppose that G is connected. If Jt=0, then (1) is trivial. So we can suppose JtVO. E(J(, 6) is a proper subvariety of G. Take x e G. We want to prove that E"(Jt, (V) is locally contained in a subvariety of dimension S p at x. If x i E(JÍ, (9), then it is obviously true. So we suppose x e E(J(, 6). There is a nonzero holomorphic function <p on some open neighborhood U of x such that <p vanishes on E(Ji, 0) n U. Without loss of generality we can suppose that U is a polydisc A(x; rx,..., rn) and the projection Define ? * £ r(7r -l(C), Jf) as follows: /»[^(C) n fi"^/^-1^) n 5° and **|77-1(C)nFi = 0 for ISiSl. t* induces í'£ rfC.J1). t'zeséz for zeC-n(A) and í¿y) (£ J^(v). Since C n n(A) is a subvariety of dimension S p in C, n(y) e E"(sé,3S). Since y is an arbitrary point in E"(l, X), ED(1, X)cz7T-\Ep(sé,®)). Let 0<st<rt, ISiSn-l, and & be the structure sheaf of D = A(tt(x); sx,..., sn^x). Then there is a sheaf-epimorphism r¡: ¿%q-^-38\D.
Ep(sé,3S) n D = Ep(r)-\sé\D), St9). By induction hypothesis E"(r¡"\sé\D), 0t9) is locally contained in a subvariety of dimension = p. There exists a subvariety Z of dimension Sp in a polydisc 1F=A(7t(x); flf..., tn-x)<^D such that E"(sé,3S) n rF<=Z. is locally contained in a subvariety of dimension Sp, E"(F,F) is a subvariety of dimension Spin X. Q.E.D.
Corollary. SPlíñ = SP\E"(SP, F)\ II. Noether-Lasker decomposition of subsheaves. Suppose y is a coherent analytic subsheaf of a coherent analytic sheaf 3~ on a complex space. Let E"(SP¿F) = {JieIi0)Yf be the decomposition into irreducible branches. Then we call each nonempty Yf, p^O, iel(p), an associated subvariety of SP in ST and denote the set of all associated subvarieties of SP in ^~ by SC(SP, ¿7~). From the definition we see readily that 9£(Sf, 3~) is locally finite. SP is called a primary subsheaf of !T if SP has only one associated subvariety.
The following lemma is a well-known algebraic fact [5, Appendix, Chapter IV] :
Lemma 2. Suppose R is a Noetherian ring and N is an R-submodule of a finitely generated R-module M. A prime ideal P in R is an associated prime ideal in the Noether-Lasker decomposition of N as a submodule of M if and only ifP = \/(N:f) for some fe M. Take ye Xf,-Z. Remarks, (i) Theorem 7 justifies the term primary subsheaf.
(ii) Theorem ' of [3] follows from Theorems 6 and 7. The author wishes to thank Professor Robert C. Gunning for his suggestions and encouragements.
